[Neuro-anesthetic contribution to the prevention of complications caused by mechanical cerebral retraction: concept of a chemical brain retractor].
During most intracranial procedures, the microscope is used to allow the surgeon to work on structures which are deeply located in the brain. Under these circumstances, brain retraction is required for adequate exposure. It was rapidly suspected and later confirmed that brain retraction causes secondary brain damage. This is due not only to direct effect of the retractor on the cortical surface, but also because a pressure is generated under the retractor, on the brain tissue, which compromises local cerebral blood flow and local cerebral perfusion pressure, thus causing cerebral ischaemia. The need for retraction is increased if the lesion is located deeply and/or if the brain is tensed; thus the risk to generate ischaemic conditions is enhanced. These secondary surgical lesions are promoted and worsened by associated systemic conditions such as hypotension, hypoxaemia, hypercapnia. As an attempt to respond to the problem generated by surgical retraction, the "chemical brain retractor" concept is proposed. By compulsively rendering the brain as relaxed and compliant as possible, the chemical brain retractor should allow the surgeon to operate on without the use of a surgical brain retractor and, if such a retractor is still needed, to reduce the pressure under it. These goals are achieved with an osmotic agent like mannitol to improve brain compliance, and intravenous anaesthetic agents, moderate hypocarbia and a normal or elevated blood pressure, to minimize cerebral blood volume. In conjunction with the chemical brain retractor, two other manoeuvres should be used to enhance cerebral compliance: CSF drainage and moderate head up position during the procedure.